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castjslin.
Oil 1 .j JL .11.

Castela Nicholson! (TOrrey and Gray)belongs to the natural

order of Simaruhaoaae.lt is also known .as Chapparo Araagosa and

j "Bitter Bush".The Simaruhaceae have a wide geographical distrib-

jution.They are well represented in Mexico, Texas .Guiana, and also
in Venezuela—in Central and South Americas. In the Bar Bast we

1

li, . i, •

■

find them in China and Australia.In China there are no fewer than

BIVB representatives of the genus Bruoeas ;Power and Lees (Pharm.

J.,1903,iv,17,183.)
Up to quite recently there seems to have been some difference of

opinion as to the exact botanical classification of the herb in .

question.The above classification (Castela Nicholson!),however,

has been accepted by Nixon(J.Amer.lied.Assoc. .1916.61,946Kand by

Watson and lie • Ivor l«.Phajmi. and ■uxp.Therao. ,1913.11.331.)
latMV

The medicinal value of the Simarubaceae seems to have„known for

some centuries.The natives of China,Mexico,and Texas have long
——

since used decoctions of these herbs as remedies for dysentery,

.

syphilis,rabies,yellow fever and malaria.Gradually the attention

'

of the physicians in Texas was drawn to the curative properties.

of these decoctions (loc.cit*,) and sShep^ard and Lille (Prescri- e

ber.1918.96.)
'

■

. ■ . ■

In view of the many favorable reports as to the medical value of it*

j
this and similar herbs,it seems rather strange that,up to the tii

of writing,nothing was known as to the chemical nature of the ad

ive principle .Putegnat is reported to have isolated a gl tooside *

ae

jjm

many years ago,but this Was tefuted(presumably by himself} (New

Remedies 1883.Xll.102.)

The author proposes to assign the name OASTJSLIN to this alucosida 1

——; and, in accordance with the usual srlucosidic terminology .CASTJS^A- -———



ffifflTiy.to the product of hydrolysis*
Associated . with the glucoside there is a "bitter _Princip1e",which

will be discussed later, under the heading od CAdTJSLAMARIU.In -----

passing it shotxld be noted that the bark of Simaruba Amara of -

theAnatural order also contains a "bitter principle",the nature
of which has been investigated by Gillinp.who assigns the formu¬

la CjaH3o0q to it♦ (Pharm.J.1908,iv,26.510.)
. EKPiSRIMTAL. .

The herb is - extracted. by continuous percolation with water—or—■

alcohol.On concentration of the aqueous or alcoholic extract,a

non-glucosidic "bitter principle" separates ;and on further con

centration of the mother liquor,the glucoside, castelin separates

out^or this information I am indebted to Prof: Barger not
I ■ : r - ' I

having extracted the glucoside myself.]]

PHOPJSRTlJSrf OP CASTELIN

The glucoside is purified by repeated re-crystallisations from

water. It separates out An • long white arborescent-like needits
■■

■ •■ - " ■ - • •. " • •

4 shewn in this micro-photograph.——

X 45 Diameters
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It's solubility increases considerably with increase of temper-

ature.At room temperature it dissolves in 85 parts of water(by

weight),and in 25 parts of water at 100°C.It is also soluble in
ethyl alcohol and cold concentrated hydrochloric acid.It melts
at 204-205°C,and gives a violet ooloration with concentrated
sulphuric acid.This deep violet color fades to a brownish tint

after a few minutes.The anhydrous substance is very hygroscopic.

On exposure to air for 60 minutes it takes up 8 per cant, of

water.special precautions have,therefore,to be taken in combust-

0.2082 grs: anhydrous subst: gives 0.4181 grs: C02 andO.1264 grs:

water(Ha0$T.
Whence C - 54.8 and H =» 6.8 per cent.

C^H^Ofe requires 0 a 54.6 and H * 6.7^ per cent.
A number of combustions were done,another result being:-

f • • - ■ • . . - ■ •

0.2050 grs: gives 0.4110 grs: COoand 0.1286 grs: HgO.
Whence C-54.7 and H«6.9 per cent.

The glued side crystalii see wi th THR&iS MOL-tfCUIlflte of water of cry-
V ^ • j
stallisation• . - — ,■ ; ■ —j-y
'•. • ■ ' ' - ..•■■■' . . ■ , ■- ■■

. ,• • ■ ■ f

0.1114 grs: on drying at 120"0 until constant loses 0.0160 grs;

water,which is 14.4 per cent.
•••• •: - *w' ~ ., — - •.. .J

' '

•• 1 ■

C /SH„ C^3H % 0 requires 14.1 per cehf wafer.A simi-
lar result was obtained by exposing the substance to a vacuum in

a desiccator,
Owing to the limited number of solvents which could be used,and
the small solubility of the oastelln in these in the col£,the
molecular weight had to be determined by the BOiling Point method
The Walher-Lttasden modification of the Beckmann apparatus was

used . ——— f—— : : — ;—;——:—

|
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1.2124 grs: of the anhydrous substance in 15 c.c. of ethyl aleo ■

hoi gives a rise 0.035° which gives a Molecular Weight = 342.

0a requires 330.
Castelin is Dextro-rotatory. fral»+62.9°.l1 t, Js J - - . .

CASTiSLAGJ5NIII

Hydrolysis of castelin:- The glucoside is readily hydrolysed b: r

__

dilute acids and alkalis. (It is only very slowly hydrolysed by

emulsin).A series of experiments on these lines shew that a 20

- per cent, solution of hydrochloric acid,as hydrolytic agent,—

yields tfcb best resiilts.The yield is not very good.On an aver¬

age the splitting product(castelagenin) was never more than

20 per cent, of the castelin hydrolysed.On one occasion only

did it exceed this.

The castelin is gently boiled under a reflux with the 20 per

cent acid.

2 grs: were hydrolysed in this way with 40 c.c. of the acid.The .

.

splitting product separated in large colorlees crystals.A fur¬

therseparation takes-place On standing over-night.The total

yield was 0.4142 grs:.The process of hydrolysis runs to com-

pletion in about two hours•

The C-- ctelagenin is re-crystallised from boiling glacial acetic

ac.id.lt is soluble in warm methyl and ethyl alcohols,but it is

insoluble in acetone,ether and chlorofora.lt melts at 240-241°C

::Xv It gives no violet color with concentrated sulphuric acid,and

!| is not nearly so bitter as castelin.

(a).0.1146 grs: gives 0.2708 grs: CO^and Q0714 grs: ILjO.
( Whence C =64.4 and H~6.9 per cent.

mm

(b).0.1116 grs: gives 0,2642 grs: C02 and 0.0686 grs: H^O.
Whenoe C = 64.6 and H - 6.9 t>er cent.
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C Q H,,0. requires C =64.3 and H « 7.1 per cent .

—

1 i& 3

0.3606 grs: of castelagenin in 42 c.c. alcohol gives an elevatio

of o.07

n _

- j Tims MolftfttiT ia *• W&3 i a T *7A

C, Htl0g requires 168.
Since castelagenin is soluble in cold phenol,attempts have been

.

made to verify this result by Breezing Point methods.The aver¬
-

age result was 90.This is'in accordance with the experience of

Seel and KelbeHBer.1916,49,2364 .) who,for aloin and some of it' s
/
oxidation products,found cryoscopically in phenol solution only

half the correct molecular weights,which were obtained ebullio-
o/>nninaTl v An a^stnns solution an/) athvl alnnhnl .

Castelagenin is Dextro-rotatory ^[iQ^+5^}. It dissolves at once
in cold sodium hydroxide,but only slowly in sodium carbonatejirr ———%

the cold.In warm sodium carbonate,however,it dissolve^ readily.lt s

is evidently not a carboxylic acid or a phenol.It is not unreasoi

<able to suggest that it is a substance which is LACTONIC in nat*m

.i ire.'

T

In a quantitative experiment 0.0556 gr&: of the castelagenin was3
|. • .. . ' - ' • \

dissolved in 2.40 c.c. of Jf/lO BaOH and this reqxiired 0.64 c.c.

of N/10 HC1 for neutralisation.This means that the equivalent.,

•weightof the castelagenin is 317.This,obviously, is not compat'
i ' • ' '' ' ' "

-

s • ' i h- ~ r *
^ ~ _

»

XU1C WJt OXi txio XCDUXUD CI

Meyer that the results obtained

J. i/ puAnwca uuu vy xiaJIP

for the molecular weights of an

aromatic lactone,by the method of titration^qre not reliable .

("Analyse und Kfinstitutionsmittelung Organischer Verbindungen").

At one stage of his investigations,the author suspected

ithat the substance was of a couraarin nature,but the high hydrogen

content and the optical activity dispel -of such, an idea.

.r^. * ^ .? . . j
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0f three oxygen atoms.two are probably in the lactone group,

and the third is in an -resi¬

due-. It is hardly justifiable to speculate too much,but a formula

'of this nature would not he impossible.
-_ choh -— ?jlueos_e i\.esi»we.

jOn oxidation with nitric acid(30 per cent, at 130*C)Tcastclagenin
yields a minute quantity of a crystalline acid.Tvii- ac3d :i a meagre

— icretely soluble in ether,and gives the ffLXJORBdCJSIlT reaction.lt ;

— appears as though - the oxidation p roduct—is a di-,carboxylic acid.
i • • j

Castelagenin yields a"similar product when treated with potassium

jpennanganats-—both, in alkalineand In acid solutions.As there

was so small a quantity of the castelagenin available,the amount

of the oxidation product was so minute in quantity that no def¬

inite conclusions could be drawn as to it's exact chemical con-

stitution.Por the present it can only be said that there is a strong

suspicion that it is a substituted sucolnic acid.This might con-

ceivably be formed from a substance with. the fcmfcla postiklated
1 - - ' ' ■, -a , ' * '
above. _1_I v,--.-—.—- — -? ;: . " ' . , . -. ■ . _—_

■

It : ■ - ■ ■ • • ' - - .. ■' - ■ ■; ■ ■ . ■ ^ ' ■ « -

The castelagenin was subjected to potash fusion,bromination,and

methylation.In each case the prcductsjvere carefully examined but
nothing definite could be concluded from these investigations.

The Nature Of The Sugar(s) formed On Hydrolysis.

The mother liquors from the castelagenin were examined as to nat-

— ure of the—sugar (or sugars)whi ch *&£ formed on hydrolysis of—the— w*s.

glucoside castelin.lt was only after a careful study of the best
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method of hydrolysis that a definite result could "be obtained.

The osazone was then readily prepared,and re-crystallised from

nethyl alcohol and pyridine.It melted at 206-209°C.This corresponds

with the melting point of phenyl-glucosazone.The crystalline form

of the osazone is also identical with that of the phenyl-glucosa-

.scne.

A quantitative experiment on these lines did not yield good re¬

sults.

CArfTJELAMAPJ1T.

Professor Barger kindly presented the author with a few samples

of the "hitter principle" associated with the glucoside castelin
\

j-The se, however,were -of varying degrees of purity, and the author-
tried various solvents in his search for a suitable ciy»osuj.j.»iag

1 ; i

medium.Fet roleum e ther,ether,acetone,glacial acetic and dilute t
acetic acids,ethyl acetate,alcohol and water were tried.After a

prolonged series of experiments,it was found that 60 per cent.

alcohol was the most suitable raedium.Xrom this the castelsmarin

crystallises out in aggregates of thin needles.(This microphoto-

graph does not shew the substance in it's purest form).

X 50 Diameters.
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From 0.5 grs: of the impure castelamarin 0.31 grs: was obtained.

The yield,therefore,^ie a trifle over 60 per cent.Repeated attempts

to get more from the mother liquors were without result.(The res i-

due from the mother liquors is a resinous-like material,and is
R + il-1 fe^iTVff InVAnf 1 ^

- -—

The castelamarin,after repeated re-crystallieationr,was dried at

120* It melts at 265-267®C.It can also be purified by dissolving(|«n
it in caustic soda(dilute),and re-precipitating it with dilute

hydrochloric acid.

0.2710 grs: of the impure castelamarin were dissolved in 10 c.c.

of water to which 3 drops of a 40 per cent, caustic soda solutio n

were added.It was SLOWLY re-precipitated by a little hydrochloric

acid,and yielded a crystalline product similar to that above.The
i i '

precipitated substance was freed from sodium chloride and driedj . " ' ' 1 . • . ' . . . .. ' .

of *1 tVir&fr InAlir'fc

•

'

1
.

t . • . »

The product v.as of a slightly yellowish tint,so the process was

repeated a few times.Finally it treated with a little animal
i ■
;charcoal.The purified product so obtained weighed 0.22 grs:This ■■/'>

corresponds to a yield of 82 per cent.It melts at 267-269°C.

The materiel available was not very much,so the author combined

all the specimens,divided the qiiantity thus obtained into two,

and purified each half the one by means of 60 per cent alco¬

hol,and the other by means of caustic soda and hydrochloric acid »

These two products were investigated side side,lpec&use it has be sn

suggested that the product differs according as to whether it ha s ....—

been treated with alkali or not. —________ —: j
'

For the convenience of-tbe--rea.der« the results have been arrangeiEl

In tabular form.



1
CArfTJSLAJlARIN CArfTJ&AMARIN

"» - '

NOT TRBATKD WITH ALKALI. TREATED WITH ALKALI.

(a).Crystals needle shaped Crystals needle shapedjwiih occas-
■■ t, ■ ■ ■■■■ _• ' - _ - ■■ - j ' ;■■■- ■ '

ionaX l6Afl6t6»(?/

(b).M.P. 263-267°C M.P.267-269°C.

•v i
(c).No loss after "being dried No loss after being dried for

for 3 hours at 120°C. 3 hours at 120°C.

(d) ..Excessively "bitter and
v I

gives a deep blue color with

cone: H.t30,.This fad.es to a

'.mas product behaves in a similar
*> Hr

brow tipt sifter a few r»ir>ute».
way.

(e).0.1476 gives 0.3426 COj^ 0.1420 fifives 0.3315 CO-

4b anda.a060 KJJO. ar\A fl IflAfl v n

C = 63.7 and H - 8; vl avti •< ujto ana n - w.u per** ax per-

cent. • cenx.

■%' t;5"
yi) 0.1503 gives 0.3495 C0^ 0.1392 gives 0.3256 COX

WMm and 0.1112 Ha0. and 0.1000 H^O • ;"';A yCJ-l '1

■

C = 63.4 and H « 8.2 per¬ C * 63.0 and H ~ 7 .0 per-

m

i

cent. cent.

Ca H 0 requires C *6^.53 and H = 8.23 per cent.

The author must, at this -stage, confess that he sees no very well
marked difference betweenthe two products.These results eviden t-

ly do not confirm this suspicion.

The MOLECULAR WEIGHT determination of the prodxict from the 60

per cent, alcohol yields teh following result*-

0.0208 gre: in 10 c.c.of glaci stl acetic—acid 1«10»

ives a molecular weight

' •
B—

an elevation of 0.027°,which g OX X f 0 • O

M.W.= 176.6.
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—*—

The castelamarin which was treated with alkali shews that:

0.032 grs: in 10 c.c. of this glacial acetic acid gives an

■» - : ; ;11 -_

elevation of 0.042 .

M.W.= 174.3.

H(l^ 03 requires 170.
A MJ5TH0XY DJSTiiBMINATION by Zeisel' s method shewed that

0.2772 grs: of the cast elgmerin yields 0.3520 grs: silver

iodide.

Whence (CH30). = 16.8 per cent.
■ - •

Cc H 0_(0CH, ) requires 15.2 per cent.
- D " 7* *

n
i.jIxo WU(4J.CL xx tvl.lCH o- > • H xD UJMJji IuC uXlQJty gxUl*JJ •

Attempts were made to split off the methoxy group by reflrr

ing with hydrobromic acid,heating at 200°C with 15 percent
1

hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube for two hours,and also

with, alcoholic potash—-but in no one of the above exper¬

iments were any definite results arrived at.

The author^growing suspicious that castelanarin might be -uxv}.

j related to castelagenin in some simple way,and naturally

the idea of a aethoxy derivative came in for a certain amount

i of .consideration.. ... :
. ;__. j__

CH.och3

. '

0 (may be considered a possible

formula.) ; _ :
"l" CjHi

. : c~ j—k :—— ' ; ;— — —— — —

The idea was to replace the methoxy by an hydroxyl group,

and then to examine the product and to compare it with cast

—telagenin.The evidence thosfar does not allow of such a —

speculat ion,but the author is not certain that it is incorrect.

. *!aV

*i r



to be of a resiny character

p! HYDROLYrfl S OF CASTJg,.AhARIl! . '
__________

1.48 grsrof the purified castelamarln were refluxed with 120c.c.

of 2£per cent sulphuric acid.After 15 minutes most of it passed

f into solution.Within 45 minutes the substance had completely

dissolved.The refluxing was continued for four hours.The acid

solution was extracted three times with ether(80 c.c. at a time).

The ether was distilled off and left a residue of .33 grs:.

Scattered throughout the gronndfoass,however,there^a few crystall'-we*e
ine leaflets.

Further extractions with chloroform yielded but very little of the
BiKv . ' : '

. ' ' '/■' ■' I
bove residue.K'umerous solvents- and mixtures j

ig)§;. 'crystallising-*medi a.,but the -reaul-t s -were-not satisfactciy
From ethyl acetate,however,it was possible to get a few crystals

but the yield was so small that it Was practically negligible in

amount.There was just sufficient for a few "melting point deter¬

minations.It gives no coloration with concentrated sulphuric

It is insoluble in cold benzene,bjrt dissolves in alcohol,ethyl

acetate,and warm chloroform.



yielded nothing.Beyond the fact that the concentrated liquid

raarin gradually dissolved in the cold.The mixture was then gently

warmed for- a few minutes on the water bath to facilitate the——

oxidation.The solution was then cooled^ assd neutralised and ex

12.

The residue from the etherealAchloroformic extractions was f reed, o/vwt
from sulphuric acid "by means of a saturated soluti or
T.i

hydroxide.The clear filtrate was taken down to a small "bulk,hut

possessed-marked reducing properties,nothing further can he re¬

ported.

OXIDATION OB CASTJfiLAMAKEN.
- ,»11**'«">«">■■■*" "■».<■)> "II I'll * <* Willi.) Ill mnen —

Alkaline and acid potassium permanganate do not react as well as

dilute nitric..4 grs: of the castelamarin were oxidised with 10
A

c.c. of nitric acid.(1:3).This was well shaken when the castela-

(Hub

tracted three times withchlcroform.lt was found that three ex¬

tractions were sufficient.

The chloroform extraction were worked up,hut only a very small

quantity of a crystalline substance was obtained,(.05 grs:).

The product is freely soluble in chlorofo ra and acetone.lt is

also soluble in other solvents,but warm rectified spirits is

ising medium.Prom this it crystallises

_ X 150 Dlamete rs.
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To ensure the absence of inorganic material,some of it was heated
.

on a platinum foil.1t burned with an intensely smoky flame leav- —

ing no residue.lt. melts at 238-240°C.It is somewhat bitter to the
_j ' i ~ . : p] ■ - —
{taste,and gives no color reaction with sulphuric acid.The quality
4— ■: " . .— i i : — : __ ' / ■ : — V ■' 'pp; p
of the oxidation product appears to be satisfactory,but there was

too little of the caetelamarin to obtain enough of this for com¬

bustion analyses.

J. ' . " • . ^ . - •

.

- v /

SUJMAJRY.
.

.

(1).The active principle of Castela Nicholson! is a glueoside

Castelin.lt melts at 204-205°c«It is fairly hygroscopic and has
,

an empirical formula C,5Haa0, .3 H^O.
(2).Caetelin,on hydrolysis,yields castelegenin and glucose.Caste-

is represented by the formula C<j HIJL03.It is lactonic in nature,
■

and it's probable structural formula, is as suggested on p.6 of ;

this thesis.It has a melting point of 240-241°C.

(3) .Castelamarin is a "bitter principle" associated with thie -$0 .

"

glucoside.lt' a formula is CQ HJlt07,and it contains one methoxy

«• roup.It melts at 267-2,69°C.
\ • ~ V': . '-pp. ~p ■;;V. .

.

■

]
pi

I ' '■ * .

■

.

-j

j
V; . i

.. \
/ '

-. i
j

,.r-f
." ■ 11' ■ is



PHAEflACOLOG-lGAL PRCPJRTLtirf 01" CASTJSLMARIlf.

14,

Having investigated the chemical nature of castelamarin,it

found that too little of the substance was left for any detailed?'

; "■ !
phamaeblogleal ihvestiga.tien8.ThiB rendered irnpossihle the per#b
femance of a number of experiments whlch""wcuid hthenvise have

been carried out .Ho attempt was, therefore,made to determine the t.<

toxicity of castelemarin.The experiments were confined to it's

action on isolated tissues,and to it'^effects when given intra¬
venously.The latter also gave an indication as to it's toxicity.!

JSXPfiRIMERTAL.

.5 grs: of castelamarin was dissolved in lOQc.c. Ringer contain¬

ing 12 drops of a 30 per cent, solution of caustic soda.A solution

of "mammalian" Ringer, containing the same amount of caustic soda

was used as control.

A.JSffeets om Isolated Tissues.

(l).Act ion on .Excised Uterus and Intestine.

The non-pregnant rahhit and the non-pregnant cat were used for

these experiments.The animal was killed by a blew on the head and

the uterus w& a part ef the intestine were quickly removed and iwT

placed in warmed" oxygenated Lock' 8 solution.
.-<=^•(46N. The uterus or a piece of

intestine about an 1" long

was then suspended in Lock's

solution at 37 *C in an

apparattis similar to that

described by Dale and Laid-

Xlt»r^|j.Phann.gxpt.Ther., l
1

1912,1V,75.),as shewn•in j
lig.l.

—--H



Fig.2.

The Lock's solution is placed in the inner vessel A,and is oxy¬

genated "by a constant current of oxygen through the tube E. the -

water jacket is maintained at a temperature of 37°C hy heat con¬

ducted along the copper rod C from the Bunsen "burner L.A holds
.... t . ■ ; i;
200 c.c.of fluid,bo the final concentration of any solution added

could easily "be determined.When the movements of the uterus er

the intestine "became regular,measured amounts of a warmed .5 per

cent solution were added.(A Lock's solution of ca^telamarin).In

these end subsequent experiments ,control experiments woro per-;

formed to eliminate any action of the caustic soda.

Strengths of solutions of castelamarin up to 1 in 500 were.used,
•'

. ' ' [:
"but had no apparent effect on the isolated intestine .On the I-

t- ■ ■ ■ ' ' ' : i
rabbit's uterua bVift remilts wfire ocroin r»aefo+.iira 'hn+. an +.Vtnutemi#

jus of a non-pregnant cat,a solution of castelamarin of
effected a slight, almost neglible, increase of tone,which did
increase on "bringing the strength of the experimental solution

up to 1 in 500. (Figs: 2 and 3>.
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3QJ^jr3JIA)
^SsX-

jAv/^-V/^—/^v—Jv/V^ jyVW^W r

TI 4>£» ^*WtV^5j3kyw«J»l-tVvO •^^"00

^^Fr/T7Wf^rn/]^7>77T/77/jr^T7/r"/7W^/T717r'W^rT/f/^ f]T/T|77f/TT77//77TT/TTn7iW
'

| Vvv-Jt, i> - /j

/ /P«iy \,
j»_ Fig. 3.

■-•-«,

tr

(2).Effects on the Isolated Mammalian Heart.

The rabbit's and the cat's heart were used.The animal was killed

as bef©re#Leok' s solution was perfused through the coronary art¬

eries by the method of Largendorff.The apparatus used was that of
" ' :

J.A.Gunn. tJ.Physiol .XLV1.506,19-13-.-) The air round the heart was

kept warm by the method of Cushny and^Qunn. (JT.Phana.JSxpt-.Ther. tV,

1,1913, ).The apex of the heart was fixed to prevent swaying,and ;"
small hooks were attached to the auricular appendix and the vent-

tricle,as described by Sherrington.(Mammalian Physiology p.10.1919)
The flow through the coronary arteries was recorded by a siphon

outflow recorder?—each 3 c.c. of the fluid being measured.The re¬

sults of these experiments are shewn in Pig.4.(The auricular re¬

cord is not shewn).
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The most striking effect of a perfusion with a ijin 2000 solution1

of castelem&rin was the constriction of the coronary vessels.This
i ■ . ^. '
was indicated hy the great retardation of the coronary outflow.

Look's solution perfused at the rate of S.c.c.in 7.5 secondft,but ..

after the eastelamarin v/as perfflsed for a few seconds the rate fell

to 3 c.c.in 32.5 seconds.At first the heart heat increased slight¬

ly In extent,hut afterwards became sraaller.The rate was unaltered.

When the experimental solution was substituted hy Lock's solution

the heart recovered it's normal heat,and the coronary arteries

'also returned to the previous rate.It is noteworthy that the

first effect,"both on turning on and turning off the experimental

solutionis the action on the coronary vessels.This would sugges t

that the heart muscle effects are secondary to the effect elan the
* '

coronary ciroulation;i.•.oastelamarin constricts the coronary we
k
Jfosssela and the heart Amscle is not sufficiently well supplied __

i

with oxygenated Lock's solution and the extent of systole dimin¬

ishes:, or again perfusing the original Look's solution,thevessels
recover their previous calibre,and the heart muscle once more Kre-

ceives it's normal amount of nutrient fluid and returns to normal.

-

—k
B.Effects On Intact Animals.

' / .Heart in Situ and Blood Pressure.

The experiment,of which a tracing is shewn,was typical.A cat

—]

weighing 2.5 kilos.was anaesthetised with paraldehyde(1.5 c.c.

per kilo.weight of cat).Canulae were inserted into the trachea,

carotid artery and jugular vein in the usual way.The tracheal

canula was connected to an artificial respiration pump and the <

chest opened in the middle line.The pericardium wars opened and

stithhed to the sides of the chest wall.The movements of the vent-

tricle were recorded hy Cushny's myocardiograph.(Heart Vol.11.1.)



therefore, concluded that castelamarin has no appreciable effect

on the heart and the blood pressuee.

In one experiment 100 mgrs: per kilo, were given in divided doses

The blood pressure tracing,the injection,and the time were also

"recorded as shewn.Injactions upto 40 mgrs: per kilo, of cat were
I - X '■ - ' ' :
made,and in some cases resulted in a small rise in the blood

pressureCa few mm.)---but never mere than the rise occasioned by

"the injection of the same amount of the control solution.It was,

without any more effect than that shewn.This indicates that caste-

lamarii^has a low toxicity when given intravenously.

Tig.5.

CONCLUrflOHS.

These experiments,as stated before,are necessarily incomplete.

They are,however,sufficient to lead us to state that castelamarifl

is a substance of low toxicity and of,at most,only slight pharma¬

cological activity.Should a further supply of material be avail¬

able at a later date,the work will be continued.There can be no
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doubt that (tfoatN the sabstance is effective in the treatment of
' ; ' ; ' ' ' 1' : : }.

amoebic dysentery:so it would be interesting to study the action
' J

of a solution of castelin and castelamarin on amoebae.For this

purpose amoebae are being specially cultured.

In conclusion the author wishes to emphasize his indebtednesspo
Professor George Barger P.P.3.,of the Medical Chemistry Department,

Edinburgh University,at whose suggestion and under whose super¬

vision most of this work was carried out.

The author also takes this opportunity of thanking Professor

J.W.C.Gunn, of the University of Capetown, for allowing him the
use of the Pharmacological Laboratories,and for suggesting the 4

j lines on which to work, in,order to put the veiy limited amount
of material te the meat p rofltable use.
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